
                      2015 Campground Information

     Camp sites on the Furnace Creek Ranch / Xanterra property 

          1) If you would like to stay in the Fiddlers Camp area:

          Fiddlers Camp is the dry camp area behind the gas station.  Call the 
Xanterra PBX operator at 760-786-2345 and ask for the Reservations 
dept.  Identify your self as a Death Valley 49er.  Give them our group 
reservation number, 692951.  Tell them that you are a vendor in the craft 
show so that they can assign you to the correct block of camp sites. The 
sites are $15/day and include wifi and a pool/shower pass. 

           
          (Xanterra reservations will do what they can to place you in a site suited to 

your needs, but it is not possible to solve every need for every one. Please 
accept your assigned site with grace and do not ask to be moved. Please 
contact the Show Chairman if you feel you need to remedy your 
assignment).

          2) If you want to use the Xanterra RV hook up sites:

          Call Shep at Xanterra directly at 760-786-3352. Identify yourself as a 
Death Valley 49er. The sites are $ 27/day and include wifi and a pool/
shower pass.

       
          Note:

          This information can change a bit and is current as of December 2014, so 
please let me know if you have any questions.  There are a limited number 
of these sites so reserve early.  Xanterra is giving us a discounted rate…
you must identify yourself as a Death Valley 49er to get the rate.  The 
walking distance from either of the Xanterra camp sites to the Artisan show 
is shorter than the distance from the 3 Park Service campgrounds. 
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  Camp sites on near by National Park property
          
          Camping is also available at one of the (3) NPS campgrounds. 

          1) Their “Furnace Creek” campground has a few trees and  takes 
reservations but sells out early.  It has about 20 sites with hook ups.  It is 
located behind the Visitor Center and is on the north boundary of the 
Ranch property.

          2)  Their “Sunset” campground is a Parking lot with lines for RV spaces. It 
has no trees, tables, fire pits etc and in not reservable.  It is directly across 
the street from the Ranch.

           3) The third NPS campground in the immediate area is “Texas Springs”.  It 
is a no generator campground, has tables and fire pits.  It is nearly a mile 
up the hill from the Ranch and is also not reservable.
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